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Finding your way around
RSPB Snettisham

Access trail
Follow this 0.6 mile (0.9 km)  
trail to the beach and encounter  
a landscape steeped in local
history, from shingle digging in
the Second World War to the
devastating floods of 1953.
The shingle pits are examples
of saline lagoons and contain
rare and unusual species.

Beach trail
First contact with The Wash!
This dramatic vista is home to
tens of thousands of birds from
late summer to spring. During
late spring and summer be
careful not to disturb the
nesting birds on the shingle
beach along this 825 yard  
(0.75 km) trail.

Loop trail
The 1.3 mile (2 km) trail runs 
around the southernmost pit past 
two hides, a temporary viewing 
structure and the wader watch 
point. You should always be able  
to see ducks, geese, gulls and 
wading birds on the pit, and on 
certain dates you can witness  
the world-renowned Snettisham  
wader spectacular.
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For more information about the 
accessibility of RSPB Snettisham Ings, 
please visit rspb.org.uk/snettisham

At the Rotary and 
Shore hides discover 
all you need to know 
to see the reserve’s 
fabulous wildlife.

On the Beach trail, 
gaze upon The 
Wash, stretching 
from King’s Lynn 
to Lincolnshire and 
Skegness.

Be careful not to 
disturb the ringed 
plovers that nest 
on the shingle 
beach in summer.

Until we raise funds to 
permanently replace the 
two destroyed hides, our 
temporary viewing structure 
offers the same amazing 
views. Follow the Loop trail 
to enjoy them.

Learn all 
about the pits’ 
history on the 
Access trail.

From Shore hide 
look for gulls and 
terns in summer 
and ducks and
geese in winter.

In the event of poor
weather this side of 
the Loop trail gives a 
little more shelter
than the west side.

Get the best view of 
the wader flights
over the highest 
tides from the wader 
watch point.

The south end of the 
pit is a great spot to 
watch waders roosting 
at high tide. The Roost 
and Sanctuary hides 
that stood here, were 
destroyed by storms  
in December 2013.
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Look for scarce yellow-horned 
poppies in bloom.

Barn owls hunt over 
the saltmarsh
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